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The legendary Dutch 'Red' Lancers – the 2nd Light Horse Lancers of Napoleon's Imperial Guard – were formed in 1810 after the emperor
annexed Holland and its army to France. The former hussars of the Dutch Royal Guard got a handsome new uniform, a new weapon, and a
hard-driving new colonel in Baron Edouard Colbert. His lancers distinguished themselves in Russia in 1812, at huge cost; in Germany in
1813, and in the Low Countries in 1814. When Napoleon returned from exile in 1815 the Red Lancers were with him until night fell over
Waterloo. Ronald Pawly is the world's leading expert on the archival and pictorial record left by this regiment; his detailed text is illustrated
with rare portraits and photographs, and eight glowing colour plates of a surprisingly wide variety of uniforms.
Napoleon's line infantry was founded upon that of the Ancien Régime. A total re-organisation began on 1 January 1791 with the abolition of
the old regimental titles, and over the next two years an increasing number of conscript and volunteer battalions were formed. Their quality
varied from the proficiency of the early National Guard regiments to the untrained and ill-equipped rabble of the levée. To combine the
discipline and steadiness of the regular army with the revolutionary fervour of the new army, the Amalgame was decreed on 21 February; by
this measure each regular battalion became the nucleus of a new Demi-Brigade.
Though less celebrated than the infantry and cavalry, Napoleon's 'specialist' troops – artillery, engineers and supporting services – were
indispensable elements without which no army could have operated, and frequently assumed greater significance than the line regiments.
Indeed, having suffered least from the emigration of Royalist officers, the artillery was the best element of the early Republican armies, the
nucleus of the old Royal artillery serving with distinction in the early campaigns such as Valmy. The organisation and uniform of Napoleon's
specialist troops are here examined by Philip Haythornwaite in a engaging volume complemented by a wealth of illustrations including eight
full page colour plates by Bryan Fosten.
Ever since the 15th century Switzerland had been exporting professional soldiers to serve as mercenaries for foreign monarchies. Napoleon,
therefore, was not the first to make full use of the martial qualities of the Swiss and obtained Swiss agreement to expand the recruitment of
regiments for service in the French Army. Napoleon would use Swiss troops on the battlefields of Italy and Spain, and in 1812 re-organize the
four original regiments into a single division for the invasion of Russia, with each regiment having three full-strength battalions. In November
of 1812, meeting up with Napoleon's main force retreating from Moscow at the Berezina River, the Swiss on the west bank guarded the
approaches to the pontoon bridges from the Russian attack to the south. Just 1,200 Swiss out of the approximately 8,000 that entered Russia
were left to face, along with 8,000 other remnants of other units, the 30,000-strong Russian army. The Swiss held their ground and when their
ammunition ran out they charged the Russians with bayonets. This book reveals the proud combat history of the Swiss troops of Napoleon's
army as well as the colourful uniforms they wore.
This book draws on original regimental records to give by far the most detailed account ever published in English of the organization and
personalities of the most renowned of the foreign units that served in the Emperor's armies. Unlike most of his foreign troops, these Polish
horsemen were true volunteers, who owed their honoured place in his Imperial Guard to their proven courage and dash on battlefields from
Spain to Russia. The text is illustrated with rare portraits and photographs, and with detailed colour plates of the Lancers' magnificent
uniforms.
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Dressed in distinctive green uniforms and classically inspired copper helmets, the Dragoons of the Imperial Guard were raised in 1806 by the
same criteria as other Guard units – by selection of picked, literate veterans from Line regiments who had six to ten years of service, and
citations for bravery in at least two campaigns. The following year they were named Dragons de l'Impératrice in a unique compliment to the
Empress Josephine. As a ceremonial regiment it enjoyed many privileges, but it also saw combat on a number of occasions, including the
battles of Essling and Wagram (1809), the Russian campaign (1812, when it suffered severe losses), at Bautzen, Wachau and Leipzig
(1813), in the 1814 Campaign of France, and at Ligny and Waterloo (1815).
Wellington considered the British cavalry to be technically inferior to the French, although paradoxically he also said that one British squadron
would be a match for two of the enemy. His main concern was that although the British cavalry lacked neither courage nor dash, they lacked
discipline, in that they invariably failed to rally and re-form once they had charged home. At Waterloo, although the cavalry generally
performed superbly well, the endemic faults which Wellington had already identified were repeated more than once, resulting in the
decimation of several fine regiments. Bryan Fosten explores the history, organisation and uniforms of Wellington's Heavy Cavalry.
Of all the armies of the German States, that of Hanover remains of greatest interest to the British reader due to the close links between the
crowns of the two states. Throughout the Napoleonic era Britain and Hanover had the same head of state, George III. Symbolic of their close
relationship, the Hanoverian Army wore uniforms and used equipment largely similar to those used by the British Army. Complemented by
numerous illustrations and photographs, plus eight full page colour plates, this text explores the uniforms and organization of the army of the
Electorate of Hanover and the King's German Legion.
The mounted troops of the Hapsburg Empire comprised one of the most powerful forces of the Napoleonic Wars. However, from the outset
the cavalry's higher command was less capable than its infantry counterpart: appointments were influenced by nepotism and politics, which
resulted in commands often being given to those who lacked experience. The cavalry underwent many re-organisations and expansions in
the course of the wars that attempted to redress these matters, and to modernise the force as a whole. This title examines these processes
and documents in detail the tactics, uniforms and equipment of the Austrian cavalry, covering Cuirassiers, Dragoons, Chevauxlegers,
Hussars, Uhlan (lancer) and auxiliary units.
The concept of the bodyguard is as ancient as the practice of an individual assuming the leadership of a group or tribe. From the Companions
of Alexander to the Varangians of Byzantium, bodies of élite warriors, owing personal allegiance to their sovereign and obeying no others,
have illuminated or stained the annals of military history. Napoleon's Imperial Guards probably represent the last true link in a chain spanning
the ages. Philip Haythornthwaite describes the history, organisation and equipment of Napoleon's Guard Infantry in an engaging work which
includes numerous illustrations and eight full page colour plates superbly drawn by Bryan Fosten.
Napoleon's Hussars made their first real impact during the Napoleonic Wars in 1806, with their astonishing pursuit of the Prussians over
1,160km from the river Saale to the Oder in twenty-five days. They then capped this feat on arrival when, by dint of audacious demonstrations
by the 500 men of the combined 5th and 7th Hussars, the 6,000-strong Prussian garrison was bluffed into capitulating its fortress at Stettin
along with 160 cannon. This splendid volume by Emir Bukhari describes the organization, war records, dress and equipment of these most
colorful of Napoleon's troops.
Between the outbreak of war with Austria in 1792 and Napoleon's final debacle in 1814, France remained almost continously at war,
recruiting in the process some two to three million frenchmen--a level of recruitment unknown to previous generations and widely resented as
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an attack on the liberties of rural communities. Forrest challenges the notion of a nation heroically rushing to arms by examining the massive
rates of desertion and avoidance of service as well as their consequences on French society--on military campaigns and the morale of
armies, on political opinion at home, on the social fabric of local villages, and on the Napoleonic dream of bringing about a coherent and
centralized state.
From the Liebfahne and Ordinärfahne of Austria, to the eagle and wreath of Russia, the flags of the Napoleonic Wars comprised a range of
designs and colours. The second in a series of three volumes focusing on flags of the Napoleonic Wars, this book examines the patterns,
colours and guidons of Austria, Britain, Prussia and Russia, offering a rare glimpse into an often-overlooked subject in Napoleonic history.
The text is packed with illustrations throughout, including colour plates, sketches and tables detailing flag variants, patterns and inspection
colours.
During the Napoleonic era, Russia possessed a vast force of cavalry, forming a greater percentage than that of most European armies. This
stemmed partly from their service against the Turks, who had huge numbers of troops, and partly from the fact that much Russian terrain was
suitable for the manoeuvre of large bodies of cavalry. This companion volume to Men-at-Arms 185 examines the organisation, tactics and
uniforms of the Russian cavalry during this dynamic and turbulent period, covering Cuirassiers, Dragoons, Hussars, Uhlans, Mounted Jägers
and the Lifeguard, as well as the Opolchenie militia and Cossacks.
Bonaparte's Grande Armée, one of the most renowned battle-winning machines in history, evolved from a merging of the professional army
of the Ancien Régime and the volunteers and conscripts of the Revolutionary levée en masse – although the contribution of the former is
often underestimated. A leading authority on the history of tactics draws here on original drill manuals and later writings to explain how the
French infantry of 1792–1815 were organized for fire and movement on the battlefield. Illustrated with clear diagrams and relevant paintings
and prints, and specially prepared colour plates, this text brings the tactical aspects of eight battles vividly to life.
From the prizewinning author of Europe, a riveting account of the heroic Second Light Battalion, which held the line at Waterloo, defeating
Napoleon and changing the course of history. In 1815, the deposed emperor Napoleon returned to France and threatened the already
devastated and exhausted continent with yet another war. Near the small Belgian municipality of Waterloo, two large, hastily mobilized armies
faced each other to decide the future of Europe-Napoleon's forces on one side, and the Duke of Wellington on the other. With so much at
stake, neither commander could have predicted that the battle would be decided by the Second Light Battalion, King's German Legion, which
was given the deceptively simple task of defending the Haye Sainte farmhouse, a crucial crossroads on the way to Brussels. In The Longest
Afternoon, Brendan Simms captures the chaos of Waterloo in a minute-by-minute account that reveals how these 400-odd riflemen
successfully beat back wave after wave of French infantry. The battalion suffered terrible casualties, but their fighting spirit and refusal to
retreat ultimately decided the most influential battle in European history.
The forces commanded by the Duke of Wellington at Quatre-Bras and Waterloo included two infantry divisions and three cavalry brigades of
the newly unified ('Dutch-Belgian') army of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, mostly led by veteran officers who had served under Napoleon.
The part played by these troops particularly in holding the vital crossroads of Quatre-Bras, at the insistence of their own commanders has
often been unjustly dismissed by British commentators. In this book the history, organisation, uniforms and battle record of the Dutch units of
this army are explained and illustrated in detail by two experienced researchers in Continental archives, and illustrated with many rare
portraits as well as meticulous colour plates.
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During the Napoleonic Wars all the major combatants fielded large numbers of light cavalry. These nimble, fast-moving regiments performed
a variety of vital roles, from reconnaissance and keeping contact with the enemy during the movement of armies, to raiding, skirmishing, and
the pursuit to destruction of beaten enemies. In practice, light cavalry were often also employed for battlefield charges alongside the heavy
cavalry. Featuring period illustrations and specially commissioned colour artwork, this is the second volume of a two-part study of the cavalry
tactics of the armies of Napoleon and those of his allies and opponents. Written by a leading authority on the period, it draws upon drill
manuals and later writings to offer a vivid assessment of how light cavalry actually fought on the Napoleonic battlefield.
This title examines some of the most colourful and fanciful uniforms in military history, those of Napoleon's Guard Cavalry. The detailed text
covers units such as the Grenadiers à Cheval; the Empress's Dragoons; the Chasseurs à Cheval; the Mamelukes; the Gardes d'Honneur; the
Polish Lancers; the Dutch Lancers; the German Lancers and the Lithuanian Tartars. A plethora of illustrations complement the text, including
eight fine full page colour plates by inimitable Angus McBride, providing admirably detailed reconstructions of uniforms and accompanied by
ten pages of commentaries.
After Prussia's dismemberment a drastic re-organisation of the entire army was necessary, and the cavalry underwent this process with the
rest. At the time of the mobilisation in 1813, the somewhat reduced mounted arm was supplemented by voluntary and militia formations; and
once peace was established after the First Abdication, a further re-organisation was begun. The fateful campaign of 1815 was fought with the
Prussian cavalry still in the throes of this re-organisation. Packed with diagrams, illustrations and eight full page colour plates by Bryan
Fosten, this book by Peter Hofschröer details the history, organisation, equipment and uniforms of the Prussian cavalry which fought in the
Napoleonic wars.
Owing to the heavy casualties suffered by the Carabiniers in the 1809 campaign, the Emperor decreed that they should be armored to the
same advantage as the Cuirassiers. In this way the two corps drew together in being the only troops of the Grande Armeé who were
armoured, while at the same time they diverged in breaking away from their traditionally similar dress. Emir Bukhari does a splendid job of
examining the uniforms and equipment of Napoleon's Cuirassiers and Carabiniers of the Napoleonic Wars (1799-1815), in a text
complemented throughout by numerous illustrations and diagrams including eight full page color plates by the ever popular Angus McBride.
In a desperate attempt to stop the trafficking of British goods, Napoleon absorbed Holland, parts of Westfalia, the Duchy of Oldenburg and
the Hanseatic towns of Hamburg, Bremen and Lübeck into Metropolitan France in 1810. The armies raised from these areas fought as allies
of the French or as part of France itself from 1795 to 1813. This book examines the history, uniforms, orders of battle and colours and
standards of the troops from the Batavian Republic and its short-lived status as the Kingdom of Holland. The text is enhanced with numerous
illustrations, including maps, charts and detailed colour plates.
This is an original piece of research into the Napoleonic wars from the perspective of the ordinary soldier, available in paperback for the first
time. >
Illustrated with 60 maps, plans and diagrams Reconnaissance and counter-reconnaissance are battlefield missions as old as military history
itself and missions for which many armies have created specialized units to perform. In most cases, these units were trained, equipped, and
used differently from the majority of an army’s fighting units. Horse cavalry performed these missions for centuries, for it had speed and
mobility far in excess of main battle units. Once the horse was replaced by mechanization, however, the mobility advantage once enjoyed by
the horse cavalry disappeared. Since the early 20th century, the search for the proper mix of equipment, the proper organization, and the
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proper employment of reconnaissance units has bedeviled armies around the world. This survey uses a diverse variety of historical cases to
illustrate the enduring issues that surround the equipping, organizing, and employment of reconnaissance units. It seems that these
specialized units are either too heavily or too lightly equipped and too narrowly specialized or too conventionally organized. Pre-war
reconnaissance doctrines tend to undergo significant change once fighting begins, leading to post-conflict analysis that reconnaissance units
were “misused” in one way or another. McGrath ends his study with an intriguing conclusion about the role that specialized reconnaissance
units should have in the future that may surprise many readers.

The author of Waterloo: The Truth at Last “sheds new light on the campaign of 1815 and surely will satisfy all with an
interest in the Napoleonic Era” (The Napoleonic Historical Society Newsletter). When Napoleon returned to Paris after
exile on the Island of Elba, he appealed to the European heads of state to be allowed to rule France in peace. His appeal
was rejected and the Emperor of the French knew he would have to fight to keep his throne. In just eight weeks,
Napoleon assembled 128,000 soldiers in the French Army of the North and on 15 June moved into Belgium (then a part
of the kingdom of the Netherlands). Before the large Russian and Austrian armies could invade France, Napoleon hoped
to defeat two coalition armies, an Anglo-Dutch-Belgian-German force under the Duke of Wellington, and a Prussian army
led by Prince von Blücher. He nearly succeeded. Paul Dawson’s examination of the troops who fought at Ligny, QuatreBras and Waterloo, is based on thousands of pages of French archival documents and translations. With hundreds of
photographs of original artifacts, supplemented with scores of lavish color illustrations, and dozens of paintings by the
renowned military artist Keith Rocco, Napoleon’s Waterloo Army is the most comprehensive, and extensive, study ever
made of the French field army of 1815, and its uniforms, arms and equipment. “Contains many rare and previously
unpublished images in the form of full color drawings and photographs of surviving relics. As with the earlier volumes, this
book will appeal to and be enjoyed by a wide readership with special interest for historians, military history enthusiasts,
Napoleonic War enthusiasts and re-enactors.” —Firetrench
Despite the many celebrated victories of the British Army during the Napoleonic Wars, the role of the Royal Navy should
never be overlooked. The 'wooden walls' formed the country's first and most important line of defence, and ranged
throughout the world to protect Britain's trade-routes and in support of the land forces and overseas possessions. This
book covers the huge variations in uniforms not just in the Navy but the Royal Marines and Infantry regiments which
served alongside naval crews. It also looks at the organisation, training and recruitment of the force and corrects a
number of misconceptions regarding impressment and training.
The years immediately following the French Revolution of 1789 saw an extraordinary transformation of the French army.
From a distrusted instrument of the feudal power of the king and nobility, it became the symbol of liberty and citizenship.
The transition was complex and painful, as the remnants
of the old professional army were joined by a flood of civilian
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volunteers and conscripts, of whom even the best were short of everything except republican fervour. This book
describes the stages of the rebirth that produced an army capable of beating off half the monarchies of Europe, thus
laying the foundations for Napoleon's unique victories ten years later.
Napoleon's HussarsOsprey Publishing
The two privileged regiments of Carabiniers survived the French Revolution with their elite status intact. They covered
themselves with glory at Austerlitz, Friedland, Ratisbonne and Wagram where their bloody losses shocked Napoleon into
ordering them new helmets and cuirasses. Re-formed after near annihilation in Russia in 1812, they fought at Leipzig and
in many actions of the 1814 French campaign, and made one of the final charges at Waterloo. lllustrated with rare early
prints and meticulous colour reconstructions, this book details their story, and their unique uniforms, from surviving period
documents.
At the time of the Second Empire, under Napoleon III, the French army, elevated from tactful obscurity, was re-modelled
on Napoleonic lines. This army first fought in the Crimea, and then against Austria. Later, In Mexico, they had a
disastrous adventure while in Europe Prussia was fast emerging as a challenge to France's military pre-eminence.
Together with Austria, Bismarck first crushed Denmark before turning on Austria herself. The victory at Sadowa in 1866
stunned Europe, and in Paris Napoleon and his advisers set to thinking of a way to counter this new threat. In this first of
two volumes looking at the French Army of the Franco-Prussian War, Stephen Shann and Louis Delperier examine the
history, organisation and weapons of the French Imperial troops.
France was to call up a total of 1,600,000 men during the Napoleonic Wars, of whom a mere 600,000 were to survive.
For those conscripted into service, one of the better fates would be recruitment as a cavalryman. Napoleon's dragoons
were not just any band of individuals sorted and labelled cavalrymen; they were mounted infantrymen, trained to be
adept with both musket and sabre, and proud of that distinction. Originally mounted for the sake of mobility but generally
fighting on foot, they evolved into an army equally at home sabring at the charge as firing dismounted.
In 1795 the Russian army was as vast as the territory from which it was drawn. The College of War calculated that the
regular army amounted to 541,741 men, plus 46,601 enrolled cossacks, and at least a further 100,000 irregular cavalry
which could be mobilised in time of war. Inspired by the icons paraded by their priests before battle, the Russian infantry
were capable of astonishing feats and total, blind obedience to orders. Philip Haythornwaite examines the organisation
and uniforms of the remarkable Russian infantry troops who fought in the Napoleonic Wars.
In 1795 the kingdom of Poland fell prey to her stronger neighbours, Russia, Prussia and Austria. Following the death of the king of
Poland in 1798, his kingdom was divided among these three neighbouring powers. France became increasingly involved, and
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protested at Poland's treatment, offering refuge for Polish exiles. On 11 October 1796 the Polish Legion was formed in the French
army by General Dombrowski and Napoleon. This book covers the uniforms, dress, organisation and equipment of the infantry,
artillery, and cavalry of Napoleon's Polish Troops. Among the cavalry units covered are the Chasseurs and Lancers. This title also
provides a summary of the Polish divisions' campaigns in Spain, Russia and within Poland itself.
Although light infantry tactics formed one of the cornerstones of the Napoleonic Wars (1799-1815), their employment was by no
means restricted to Light regiments. Thus, from the early 1800s, if not before, the distinction between Light and Line infantry was
largely one of costume and tradition. One marked difference from the Line infantry, however, was in the superior ésprit de corps of
the Light regiments. Their attitude of superiority was reinforced by their different (and often more impressive) uniform, the
theoretical difference in role, and supposed superior training. Philip Haythornwaite examines their uniforms in a volume including
eight superb colour plates by Brian Fosten.
As a young gunner, Napoleon Bonaparte was trained in one of Europe's finest artillery arms. Both the technological sophistication
of their weaponry and the skill of their gunners was largely the result of the adoption of the system devised by one man, JeanBaptiste Vaquette de Gribeauval. Gribeauval's standardised system of parts and calibres allowed a degree of uniformity and
sophistication in the French artillery that was unmatched throughout Europe, and allowed Napoleon to inherit and develop an arm
that could dominate the battlefield. This volume covers the field artillery pieces of the system: the 4-, 8- and 12-pdr guns; light
1-pdr guns and mountain guns; and later innovations such as the 6-pdr gun.
At the beginning of this period, the battalions of the Prussian Line usually fought in a linear formation three ranks deep,
overwhelming the enemy with fire before a well-timed bayonet attack. By the end, the preferred formation was eight to 12 ranks
deep. The responsibility for conducting the fire-fight was now given to the skirmish elements and the artillery. The formed
battalions provided support for the fire line, and conducted the decisive bayonet charge. Whatever the change, the spirit and ability
of the infantry remained consistently high throughout this bloody period.
Austria's defeat at the battle of Hohenlinden, on 3 December 1800, created a power vacuum in the area now known as Germany,
and Napoleon lost little time in transforming this zone into a pro-French 'cordon sanitaire', creating as he did so the Duchy of Berg,
which he later united with Kleve. Like Kleve-Berg, Westfalia was also ruled entirely according to French law, and both provided
troops for the French Emperor. In this first of five volumes concerning Napoleon's German allies, Otto Von Pivka explores the
Napoleonic campaigns, uniforms, flags and standards of Westfalia and Kleve-Berg.
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